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Stakeholder Questions 
Music Town Hall 

September 23, 2020 
 
 
Alberta Health documents, “Guidance on Singing and Vocal Performance” and “Guidance on 
Instrumental Music” were developed to enable performance and attendance at singing, other 
vocal performances and wind instrument performances while mitigating the risk of transmitting 
COVID-19. “Singing” refers to vocal performances by soloists, vocal ensembles, rappers and 
beatboxers, and organized singing groups, such as choirs and vocal classes.  
 
Informal group singing, such as karaoke, audience singing, or small groups without a 
recognized conductor or teacher should not occur at this time. 
 
There is evidence that singing and playing wind instruments releases droplets and aerosols, 
however the degree to which this leads to the transmission of COVID-19 is unclear.  Alberta 
Health has reviewed existing evidence, and experience in other jurisdictions, to develop 
guidelines which will allow music making with health protocols to reduce the risk of illness. 
 
Guidance released in September 2020 will be updated as and when additional evidence is 
presented, and may also be revised following a substantial change in COVID-19 transmission in 
Alberta.   
 
Following are responses to the questions posed at the Town Hall Meeting on September 17, 
2020, hosted by the Alberta Band Association and Choir Alberta. 
 
 
1. Can you review the protective requirements for the various instrument types and provide 

examples of the various types of bell covers, bags, and pop screens that are required for 
protected playing? Are there videos available to show how to attach the items to 
instruments? 

 
- The study that spoke most directly to risk mitigation with wind instruments recommends a 

thin, tightly woven fabric for bell covers, using a non-stretch material.  
- Bell covers are preferable to instrument bags, as they contain and restrict the aerosol 

spread. 
- The internet shows bell covers, simply made with a circular piece of fabric hemmed with a 

toggle which can tighten around the outside of the bell. For instruments with small bells, an 
elastic would suffice to hold the fabric in place. 

- Pop screens should be mesh nylon, rather than metal, and washed after each use. Pop 
screens have a clip at the bottom of the neck that affixes to a music stand; the stand can 
then be placed in front of the flute’s blowhole. 

 
 

2. Are homemade instrument covers allowable or do we need to purchase commercially made 
items? Is there a recommended or approved source for instrument covers? If we make 
homemade instrument covers, what type of material should we use? 

 
- Home made covers are fine, and should be made with thin, tightly woven fabric.  
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3. What are the minimum ventilation requirements for a room and how can we determine if our 
ventilation system is up to these standards? How long do aerosols last in a room and what 
can we do to reduce them? 

 
- There is no definitive calculation available to determine adequate ventilation, however the 

evidence shows that ventilation is most efficient when it is exchanged three times or more 
per hour in an indoor environment. 

- Increased ventilation is always better, however the use of fans is not advised, as lateral air 
movement may spread infectious particles among participants. 

- Maintenance personnel in rehearsal and concert venues would likely have the best 
knowledge about the existing ventilation systems and the means to increase the air 
exchange rate.  

- People release different amounts of infectious particles, and infectious particles are of 
different sizes. The larger particles will fall to the ground while the smaller ones linger in the 
air.   

- Infectious particles are reduced by masking, ventilating, and limiting singing/playing 
duration. 

 
4. Could you provide a link to the various studies that you used to build the guidance so that 

we can pass that on to our school boards and administrators? 
 

- Information about an international consortium commissioning research on wind playing and 
singing, aerosol droplets and COVID-19 transmission. 
https://www.nfhs.org/articles/unprecedented-international-coalition-led-by-performing-arts-
organizations-to-commission-covid-19-study/  

 
- Singing in choirs and making music with wind instruments – Is that safe during the SARS-

CoV-2 pandemic? – Institute of Fluid Mechanics and Aerodynamics, University of the 
Bundeswehr Munich 
https://www.unibw.de/lrt7-en/making_music_during_the_sars-cov-2_pandemic.pdf  

 
- University of Freiburg School of Music, Freiburg, Germany 

RISK ASSESSMENT OF A CORONAVIRUS INFECTION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC 
https://www.mh-
freiburg.de/fileadmin/Downloads/Allgemeines/RisikoabschaetzungCoronaMusikSpahnRichte
r17.7.2020Englisch.pdf 
 

- University of Bamberg, Germany 
https://www.br.de/nachrichten/bayern/bamberger-symphoniker-wissenschaftler-messen-
aerosolausstoss,Ry6T6OU?fbclid=IwAR0q9LfNqv3QFBZ6EiWDlKs2vvNEnBJKb96oYhDa-
PeKx6ePGu9jQqy5RrQ 
 

- Vienna Philharmonic 
https://www.wienerphilharmoniker.at/orchester/philharmonisches-
tagebuch/year/2020/month/4/blogitemid/1423/page/1/pagesize/20?fbclid=IwAR2wCggWqcd-
Q_8Ewzr3E8rwX3_RxWKOpQXo3hMkDpag04O-YY9BDfPE8qQ 
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5. Is the new guidance for instrumental music considered sufficient to allow students to safely 

cross class cohorts? Can cohorting musicians participate in multiple ensembles? 
 

- Only non-wind instrumentalists are advised to cohort, as it is important for wind players and 
singers to continually maintain 2 metres distance from each other.  A cohort allows its 
members to be closer than 2 metres, and evidence advises against close proximity for 
singers and wind instrumentalists. 

- Non-wind instrumentalists can participate in more than one ensemble, but we do suggest 
limiting the number of cohorts one is in. 

 
6. When can we expect the Sector Guidance for Instrumental Music and Singing to be 

reflected in the Education Guidelines? 
 

- It is anticipated updated guidelines will be posted the week of October 5, 2020. 
 
7. Is the guidance for Instrumental Music and Singing applicable to all contexts? Community 

programs, schools, and post-secondary institutions? Is there any type of ensemble for 
playing or singing that would not have to follow this guidance? 
 

- The guidance applies in all contexts except for those where members of a single household 
form an ensemble. As they are already living together closely, they may sing and play wind 
instruments together.  

 
8. What safety precautions need to be in place to allow a concert band to tour? 

 
- Risk of exposure is increased as one encounters more environments and population groups.  

Therefore, touring increases risk for all participants. 
- Public health advice is that we allow several weeks with the new protocols to determine how 

well transmission is mitigated by the health protocols put in place in September. 
- Safe touring would involve consistent distancing at all times, including during transportation, 

performance, accommodation and meals. 
 

9. Has a date or a point in the pandemic been established by which Alberta Health may further 
relax the current guidelines? How often will the guidance be reviewed and updated? 
 

- Alberta Health continuously monitors current evidence and will make adjustments to our 
guidance in accordance with the most recent evidence and our current epidemiology.  
 

10. Can you explain how we should deal with the condensation from inside the instruments? 
Should we continue to eliminate it using the spit valve or should we open the valve and let 
the instrument drip? 
 

- Spit valves may be used in accordance with the guidelines, which advise not to drop 
condensation on the floor, but rather, collect in a cloth or disposable pad. The cloth or pad 
should be disposed of or placed in a closed plastic bag for laundering. The user should 
sanitise hands as soon as possible after emptying the valve. 
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11. Can you expound upon the recommendation that 30 min of singing be followed by a 10 min 
break? During the singing break, do singers need to leave the rehearsal space? If 
rehearsing in a very large room (ex. a curling rink or a large church sanctuary), does the 
recommendation change at all? 
 

- Where possible, singers should leave the rehearsal space during the break while 
maintaining distancing and masking.  The larger the room, the better, but maximum air 
clearing comes from singers leaving the room altogether. 

 
12. For outdoor rehearsals where 2m of physical distancing can be maintained, do masks still 

need to be worn? If so, why? Are there any circumstances that would allow for unmasked 
group singing? 
 

- Masks are not required for outdoor rehearsals.  The guidance notes that masks should be 
worn for all personnel (singers, instructors, conductors) indoors. 

 
13. Provided choristers are able to maintain 2m of physical distancing, is movement permitted? 

 
- Public health advice is that only gentle movement occur if distancing is maintained; the more 

vigorous the movement, the greater the increase of infectious particle generation.   
 
14. What types of mask is Alberta Health recommending for singing? Some of the studies were 

based on masks that formed a tight seal around one's mouth and nose? Is that type of mask 
required? 

 
- Masks should be close-fitting around the edges, with the nose and chin covered.  More 

information on masking is available here.   
-  
15. Is singing allowed in the elementary classroom? If so, is it still permitted if there isn't enough 

space for 2m distancing? 
 

- Singing in an elementary classroom is allowed if under the direction of a leader or teacher, 
while wearing masks, staggering placement of singers, and distancing.  Singing should not 
occur if 2 metre distancing can not be maintained.  

 
16. Can the use of acrylic barriers in the choral rehearsal further reduce risks? 

 
- Any barrier will add additional protection.  Masking is the barrier that has been studied most 

closely as it so closely limits aerosol spread from the person’s mouth.  A barrier alone still 
allows aerosols to spread. 

 
17. We've received quite a large number of questions about ventilation. In spaces where 

ventilation is known to be poor, can the use of HEPA filers reduce the risk? What is the best 
way to have the ventilation assessed? If ventilation is poor, is 10 min to clear the room long 
enough? 
 

- If ventilation is considered to be poor, then consider whether singing should take place at all 
in that space. The use of HEPA filters will improve air quality, but ventilation needs to be in 
place as well.   

- The best way to assess ventilation is to speak with building maintenance personnel. 

https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/989e490e-5959-4a20-bfc7-b126b08ea996/resource/523f7856-31f5-4af1-be62-3a48a0acad4c/download/covid-19-guidance-for-wearing-non-medical-masks.pdf
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- Contributory factors in reducing risk include large room size, high ceiling, filtering and 
ventilation. 

 
18. Please outline the cleaning protocol choirs should put in place before and after rehearsals. 

 
Please refer to the General Relaunch Guidance, as mentioned on the town hall: 
https://www.alberta.ca/assets/documents/covid-19-general-relaunch-guidance.pdf 

 
19. Is singing now considered to be safe enough for older individuals or immuno-compromised 

individuals to take part? 
 

- The guidance suggests that “individuals at high risk of severe outcomes from COVID-19 
should weigh the risks and benefits or participating in singing or attending signing 
performances and, if participating, should be highly attentive to preventative measures”.   

 
20. Can face shields be worn in place of a mask if 2m distancing can be maintained? 

 
- Face shields do not provide the degree of protection that masks provide, so face shields 

should not be worn in place of a mask. 
 
 
 
 
 
October 2, 2020 

https://www.alberta.ca/assets/documents/covid-19-general-relaunch-guidance.pdf

